
Without Violence
Preventive workshops by NESEHNUTÍ



Generation Z views social networks and apps 
as an integral part of their normal life and 

prohibition is no longer an effective prevention of 
online violence.



We follow the path of respect and kindness to 
others and to ourselves. 









• more than 40 % of young people who are in 
violent relationships experience an extreme 
form of jealousy

• more than 30 % experience controlling 
behavior through new technologies



Ron asked Lisa to install a location
tracking app so he can always see
where she is. Lisa is ok with sharing
location with him. But then Ron starts
to ask her about why she went to a pub
and why she was there for so long. He
says he feels insecure, because of his
previous dating experiences and
proposes to share their passwords.

Lisa is not hiding anything, but she
doesn’t like this idea. She feels under
pressure.
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Do you use or did you ever use a tracking app? 
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Why is there a tension between Lisa and Ron? 
What do they need from their relationship?
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What are the possible solutions of their
situation?



E-mail: eva@nesehnuti.cz
Web: nesehnuti.cz

Instagram @ferajefer
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